Why do plaques rupture?
Rupture of the plaque surface, often with thrombosis superimposed, occurs frequently during the evolution of coronary atherosclerotic lesions. It is probably the most important mechanism underlying the sudden, rapid plaque progression responsible for acute coronary syndromes. The risk of plaque rupture depends on plaque type (composition) rather than plaque size (volume), because only plaques rich in soft extracellular lipids are vulnerable (rupture-prone). Most ruptures are tiny, occurring at the periphery of the fibrous cap that covers the lipid-rich core--points where the cap is usually thinnest and most heavily infiltrated by macrophage foam cells. Compared with intact caps, ruptured ones usually have less tensile strength and are more extensible, containing less collagen and glycosaminoglycans, more extracellular lipid, fewer smooth muscle cells, and more macrophages. Progressive extracellular lipid accumulation (lipid core formation) and cap weakening (macrophage related?) predispose the plaque to rupture and determine the actual vulnerability, which may change with time. Luckily, the plaque components responsible for vulnerability (soft lipid and probably macrophages) are apparently most likely to regress with treatment. The dynamic interplay between the actual plaque vulnerability and external stresses ("triggers") probably determines the particular moment and point of rupture, if this occurs. Vulnerability probably plays a more important role in rupture than triggers, because exercise stress testing of patients with advanced coronary artery disease rarely triggers a rupture/thrombus-related acute heart attack. A prerequisite is the presence of a vulnerable plaque.